ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

According to commercial marketing theory, a market orientation leads to improved performance. Drawing on the social marketing principles of segmentation and audience research, the current study seeks to identify segments to examine responses to a school-based alcohol social marketing program.

METHODS

A sample of 371 year 10 students (aged: 14–16 years; 51.4% boys) participated in a prospective (pre-post) multisite alcohol social marketing program. Game On: Know Alcohol (GO:KA) program included 6, student-centered, and interactive lessons to teach adolescents about alcohol and strategies to abstain or moderate drinking. A repeated measures design was used. Baseline demographics, drinking attitudes, drinking intentions, and alcohol knowledge were cluster analyzed to identify segments. Change on key program outcome measures and satisfaction with program components were assessed by segment.

RESULTS

Three segments were identified; (1) Skeptics, (2) Risky Males, (3) Good Females. Segments 2 and 3 showed greatest change in drinking attitudes and intentions. Good Females reported highest satisfaction with all program components and Skeptics lowest program satisfaction with all program components.

CONCLUSION

Three segments, each differing on psychographic and demographic variables, exhibited different change patterns following participation in GO:KA. Post hoc analysis identified that satisfaction with program components differed by segment offering opportunities for further research.
Alcohol consumption is an intrinsic part of the youth culture in industrialized countries and is considered integral to social interactions and celebratory events.[1, 2] Research indicates that youth often engage in “drinking” with the primary intention of becoming so inebriated as to experience a loss of control.[3] One in 5 Australians over the age of 14 years drinks at risky levels at least once a month[4] – defined as 6 or more standard drinks (10 g of alcohol) per occasion for males and 5 or more for females. One in 3 Australian youths directly experience alcohol-related violence by adulthood.[4] In the 15 to 34 year age group, alcohol causes more deaths and hospitalizations than tobacco and all illicit drugs combined.[5] Overall, alcohol-related social costs in Australia are estimated at Australian dollar (AUD) 15 billion per annum.[6] Public health initiatives addressing youth alcohol consumption have been based on the principle that prevention is more cost-effective than treatment.[7] There is an urgent need to address youth drinking cultures and school-based delivery offers an attractive and efficient means to reach a large number of adolescents.[8, 9]

School-based alcohol education programs have produced mixed results, with many showing modest effect sizes in the short-term and poor long-term outcomes.[9, 10] Efforts to improve long-term effectiveness have involved education programs being expanded to include several components delivered across multiple settings (communities, schools, and parents), and the incorporation of regular, follow-up “booster” sessions.[11] It is not yet clear if these resource intensive programs offer improved outcomes[12] and further research is required to disentangle more precise change mechanisms.[9]

A limitation of many alcohol and drug education programs is that they are designed for a general population using a 1-size-fits-all approach.[13] A 1-size-fits-all approach may limit program effectiveness as large numbers of the audience may be left dissatisfied, uninterested, or unchallenged.[14] Studies dating back to the early 1990s have indicated differential program effects[15] which challenged the effectiveness of 1-size-fits-all approaches.[16] Understanding differential success rates in education programs requires further research into the key components of target behaviors and their change mechanisms. A potential avenue for further investigation is identifying variation in program responses by student segments.

Social marketing is the adaptation of commercial marketing principles for social good and social marketing has been effective in addressing a broad range of issues in diverse areas including (but not limited to) breastfeeding, road safety, saving, recycling, and safer sex.[17-21] In contrast to allied health behavior change areas, social marketing is audience-centered and competitively minded as noted in the National Social Marketing Centre’s benchmark criteria for designing social marketing programs.[22] Programs are developed based on audience research and competitor analysis ensuring social marketing gains necessary insights to meet the needs and wants of the target audience. Further, target audience feedback is used to inform program improvement.[23] In short, social marketing starts and ends with the target audience. According to commercial marketing theory, this target audience or market orientation leads to improved performance (ie, greater levels of behavior change).[24, 25] Despite success in allied health behavior change areas, social marketing has received limited attention in alcohol education programs in school settings. The effectiveness of social marketing’s application in an alcohol program in a school setting has been documented by Rundle-Thiele et al.[26] Despite success in allied health behavior change areas, social marketing has received only limited attention in the context of alcohol interventions delivered in school settings.
An effective strategy and key principle in social marketing is market “segmentation” which is a core commercial marketing strategy. A segmentation study aims to identify, often via cluster analysis methods, groups of individuals who are likely to exhibit similar needs, preferences, motivations, and/or behaviors. According to Kotler a segmentation study can comprise up to 4 bases: demographic, psychographic, geographic, and behavioral, to identify meaningful segments. Rundle-Thiele et al indicate that whereas there has been mixed use of demographic, behavioral, psychographic, and geographic segmentation bases, the majority of studies use 2 or more segmentation bases. Once different segments are identified, a social marketer targets the group or groups (target marketing) that promise most behavior change potential. In achieving different profiles of adolescents, it is possible that more effective programs can be tailored catering to each segment’s needs and wants to build on the modest effect sizes of existing, generic approaches to school-based alcohol education programs.

It is proposed that school-based alcohol education programs tailored to the characteristics of targeted adolescents may be more effective than generic approaches. Against this background, the purpose of the current study was to identify if segments (groups) were evident at baseline on key factors across 2 segmentation bases, and whether the segments differ in terms of response to the program and satisfaction with measured program components. Interestingly, whereas some programs have begun to focus on ethnic, high risk, and sex, to date, studies have not implemented a complete segmentation process to identify homogenous groups of adolescents within their study population.

In contrast to earlier studies, this research adopts key social marketing benchmark criteria of segmentation and audience research to ascertain whether unique groups exist and how these groups differ in their response to and satisfaction with a social marketing alcohol education program. This research assessed whether segments within the target population of 14- to 16-year-old adolescents were evident at baseline using 2 segmentation bases (psychographic and demographic). As part of the Game On: Know Alcohol (GO:KA) pilot study, demographics (age and sex) and psychographics (knowledge about alcohol), attitudes toward binge drinking (defined as more than 6 standard drinks in any one day), and intentions toward moderate drinking (defined as more than 2 standard drinks in any 1 day) were selected to evaluate pilot study effectiveness. Alcohol knowledge, attitudes toward binge drinking, and intentions toward no or moderate drinking are key modifiable constructs included in effective alcohol education programs.

Social marketing, with its audience-oriented focus, provides a bottom-up research philosophy where insights gained from the target audience can be used to inform program improvement. On the basis that satisfaction leads to loyalty (repeated behavior) in commercial marketing, this study also undertook an examination of student satisfaction with program components to gain segment-based audience insights. The main purpose of the current study is to identify if segments (groups) are evident at baseline and whether the segments differ in terms of response to the program and satisfaction with the program components that they experienced during GO:KA. The analysis performed seeks to gain additional audience insight for subsequent program development.

METHODS
Participants

Three out of 4 schools approached participated in the GO:KA pilot study, following active informed parental and student consent. These schools were selected on the basis of geographical convenience, and were within a broader catchment of 92 Catholic schools in Queensland, Australia. A total of 382 students (mean age: 14.77) from inner-city metropolitan Catholic high schools took part in the pre-survey. A total of 343 students (183 males and 160 females) completed the post-survey, representing a 70.7% retention rate.

The Game On: Know Alcohol Program

The GO:KA program was designed by social marketing researchers using 8 social marketing benchmark criteria.[22] These criteria include behavior change, customer orientation, theory, insight, competition, exchange, segmentation, and methods mix. A complete description outlining how GO:KA was based on the 8 social marketing benchmark criteria is available in Rundle-Thiele et al.[26] GO:KA seeks to increase knowledge relating to alcohol, change drinking attitudes, and decrease intentions to drink alcohol.[26] Starting with formative and competitive research to understand student and educator preferences for alcohol education, GO:KA was developed to provide an interactive student-centered program involving both online and offline activities to maximize learning. The GO:KA program featured a combination of online games and practical activities in a 6-lesson program targeting 14- to 16-year-old adolescents. A total of 9 activities, 4 online activities (3 games and 1 quiz), and 5 experiential activities underpinned the pilot study design. The specific aims of the program were to (1) illustrate the effects of alcohol; (2) promote an understanding of units of alcohol measurement (standard drinks); and (3) provide strategies to drink alcohol in moderation and improve drinking refusal self-efficacy skills.

Instruments

An online repeated measures survey was completed by all participants prior to participating in the GO:KA program and post-delivery. Pre- and post-survey responses were on average 3 weeks apart with the GO:KA program taking place immediately after the first survey. The survey included demographic items of age and sex, and psychographic measures designed to capture knowledge about alcohol, attitudes toward binge drinking (defined as more than 6 standard drinks in any 1 day), and intentions toward moderate drinking (defined as 2 standard drinks in any 1 day). Attitude measures toward binge drinking were adapted from prior research[35, 39] and consisted of 5 bipolar items rated on a 7-point bipolar rating scale (α: 0.90) with −3 indicating a negative attitude toward binge drinking and +3 indicating a positive attitude. Behavioral intention measures were adapted from previous research.[35, 39] A total of 3 bipolar items were used to measure students’ intentions toward moderate drinking (2 standard drinks) on a 7-point rating scale (α = 0.83) with −3 indicating negative intentions and +3 positive intentions. An alcohol knowledge index was created for this study following procedures used in prior studies.[35, 40] Alcohol knowledge was tested asking students 10 questions relating to low-risk alcohol consumption levels (6 items) and drink driving questions (2 items) and number of standard drinks in different alcoholic beverages (2 items). Answers were awarded with a score of 1 if the respondent gave an accurate answer. An overall knowledge score (maximum 10) was then calculated. Students’ satisfaction with the GO:KA program
and its components was measured with 5-point Likert-scales where 1 = “very satisfied” and 5 = “dissatisfied” indicating whether students enjoyed a particular activity or not. Summary scores included online game satisfaction, practical activity satisfaction, and an overall total satisfaction score was calculated.

Data Analysis

Data analysis involved a 3-step process. First, segmentation was conducted using TwoStep cluster analysis and baseline measures that included demographic factors, namely age and sex, along with psychographic factors, namely drinking attitudes, drinking intentions, and alcohol knowledge to identify if homogenous sub-groups of students were distinguishable on the basis of pre-program data. TwoStep cluster analysis allows for categorical and continuous variables to be entered simultaneously. Second, repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with post hoc group analysis, was conducted to identify pre-post changes within segments to understand whether there were significant differences between the segments. Finally, ANOVA was undertaken to determine whether satisfaction with GO:KA program components differed between the 3 segments.

RESULTS

Segmentation

The results of the TwoStep cluster analysis are shown in Table 1. TwoStep cluster analysis produced a sample (N = 371) with a silhouette measure of cohesion and separation of 0.2. The overall attitude measure was the most distinguishing characteristic with predictor importance scores of (1.0), followed by sex (0.66), 4 individual attitude items (0.71-0.18), intentions toward moderate drinking (0.1), and knowledge as the least important (0.01). A silhouette measure of more than 0.0 is needed for the within-cluster distance and the between-cluster distance to be valid. A 3-segment solution emerged.

In contrast to the second and third segments, the first segment (Skeptics) included a mix of males (61.7%) and females. This segment featured the lowest-risk drinking attitudes and intentions to drink alcohol at baseline. Segment 2 (Risky Males) represented males that had high-risk attitudes and high-risk intentions prior to taking part in the GO:KA program. This segment also had the lowest overall knowledge score at baseline. Segment 3 (Good Females) were younger females, who had low-risk attitudes toward excessive drinking and neutral intentions to drinking moderately. Segment 3 had the highest knowledge score.

Program Response-Based on Identified Segments

Repeated measures ANOVA was conducted following segment identification to examine group changes over time and post hoc analyses further examined potential differences between the 3 segments. Attitude, behavioral intention, and knowledge change for the 3 groups are reported in Figure 1 and Table 2.
Attitudes toward excessive drinking changed over time in the sample as a whole (Hotelling's $T^2 = 0.224$, $F = 62.171$, $p < .001$) and group differences were also evident across segments (Hotellings $T^2 = 0.296$, $F = 41.201$, $p < .001$). Notably, Segment 1 (Skeptics) had the most negative attitudes toward excessive drinking pre- and post-intervention. Segment 2 (Risky Males) and Segment 3 (Good Females) attitudes toward excessive drinking improved following participation in GO:KA (Figure 1), with Good Females having the largest attitudinal change.

Intentions toward moderate drinking did not change over time (Hotellings $T^2 = 0.02$, $F = 0.564$, $p > .05$). However, post hoc analysis revealed significant group differences between segment 1 (Skeptics) and 2 (Risky Males), and segment 2 and 3 (Good Females) (Hotellings $T^2 = 0.039$, $F = 5.360$, $p < .001$) over time. Segment 2 and Segment 3 had more positive intentions toward moderate alcohol consumption (Figure 2). Segment 1's behavioral intentions to drink moderately reduced, but remained the second lowest drinking intentions of all 3 segment solutions.

Segments by Individual Component Satisfaction.

1Likert-scale (1: very dissatisfied, 5: very satisfied).

Overall, knowledge about alcohol increased significantly over time (Hotelling's $T^2 = 0.09$, $F = 24.377$, $p < .001$). No differences were observed between the segments (Hotelling's $T^2 = 0.01$, $F = 1.362$, $p > .05$). Taken together, results suggest GO:KA increased knowledge in all 3 segments, improved attitudes toward excessive drinking in 2 segments (Risky Males and Good Females) and change behavioral intentions in only 1 segment, ie, Good Females.

Satisfaction With GO:KA

ANOVA was undertaken to examine group differences for satisfaction with the GO:KA program as a whole and its individual program components. Table 3 contains individual means, standard deviations, and significance levels. Segment 3 (Good Females) was the most satisfied with the program, followed by Segment 2 (Risky Males), and Segment 1 (Skeptics). Among the practical activities, “wearing beer goggles” had the highest satisfaction scores while the “Don’t turn your night into a nightmare” received the highest satisfaction ratings among the online activities. Figure 2 contains segment satisfaction scores for individual program components.

DISCUSSION

The social marketing principle of segmentation remains largely untested in school-based alcohol education programs; yet, some research indicates that it may have a lot to offer in this context.[42, 43] A number of drug programs have targeted specific subpopulation groups based on ethnicity,[30] high-risk,[31-33] and sex.[34] However, none have conducted comprehensive demographic, attitudinal, and knowledge profiles prior to an intervention, and examined program response for different segments. The results of the current study suggest that this type of segmentation may be an effective building block in the development and delivery of alcohol education programs. The identification of 3 segments in a student population based on factors pertinent to alcohol consumption behaviors emerged in this study. Good Females showed the largest positive attitude
shift along with the most favorable satisfaction ratings for the GO:KA program. On the contrary, GO:KA received the lowest satisfaction scores from the Skeptics who did not resonate, indicated by lower satisfaction scores, with the program content. These segment differences indicate that 1 size does not fit all and that it is important to think about more tailored program solutions as one means to improve effect sizes.

Previous alcohol and drug education research has documented a lack of effectiveness to change behavior long term.[9, 10] Target audience-oriented program assessment based on satisfaction scores and segmentation analysis may bring further insights into what 14- to 16-year-old adolescents like or dislike. Social marketing programs focus on the target audience and tailor their program design to meet the needs and wants of their audience. According to marketing theory, individual segments require marketing strategies that specifically meet their needs and wants. A social marketing approach requires considering multiple bases (psychographic, demographic, geographic, and behavioral) in segmentation analysis with the aim to identify homogeneous subgroups among a heterogeneous student population. The social marketing principle of segmentation can be used to understand group differences in study populations. Student satisfaction can then be used to understand program satisfaction and preferences among the different segments. Together these insights warrant future research efforts that should be directed at comparing a 1-size-fits-all approach with differential program delivery. Social marketing and in particular segmentation and audience research in the form of student satisfaction, allows for a new process to gain insights into student response to delivered programs, representing a methodologically innovative approach that to the best of these researchers knowledge has not yet been applied in alcohol education context. The current evaluation suggests that differential programs may be required to achieve change in unchanged segments (eg, Skeptics).

Limitations

The study does have some limitations. Whereas the multisite study increases generalizability of results, participants were all students from inner-city, metropolitan, private schools drawn from a single religious denomination (Catholic). This focus potentially restricts application to other or nonsecular schools. Factors known to be associated with substance use, such as peer use, smoking status, previous drinking history, behavioral problems, and family history,[44] would have strengthened the segmentation analysis. More research is required to investigate how the segments identified in the current study may vary with the addition of constructs and contexts. The current study applied an important but narrow range of psychographic and demographic variables that have been identified previously as the most commonly used segmentation variables in commercial marketing.[29] Inclusion of geographic and behavioral segmentation variables is warranted to extend understanding. Cluster analysis identifies segments sharing similarities that are uniquely different from other groups. The addition of variables and extension into a larger sample is expected to alter group composition. More research should be conducted to validate segments across various populations.

The design was not controlled and it would be desirable if future research included a measurement only condition. Our retention rate was 70%, which is comparable with other school-based studies. However, a higher retention rate would have strengthened conclusions drawn from these data. It is
possible that students that were at greatest risk were those not retained in the evaluation potentially inflating the positive outcomes observed in this study.

It is important to note that to date GO:KA has only been tested in an Australian context. Given the substantial differences in culture, society, and infrastructure, the applicability of GO:KA to other contexts is uncertain.[45] Additional research is recommended. GO:KA needs to be delivered and tested in other countries to consider whether the program can be equally effective in a broader range of contexts.

Conclusion

The findings of this study suggest that a 1-size-fits-all approach to school-based education programs may not be the most effective approach to reduce alcohol-related harm. Segmentation and audience research, borrowed from social marketing, can provide insights into program strategy development and can assist alcohol educators to identify the underlying motivations of each segment. It is likely that more tailored approaches will also be more enjoyable and engaging for more students. Understanding different segments and their program satisfaction provides unique insights into what students' like and dislike in alcohol education programs.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOL HEALTH

A practical limitation results in screening and allocating students to different program deliveries, which would require an approach whereby students take a survey for the purposes of being allocated into a segment prior to program commencement. The challenge of finding suitable and cost-effective ways to screen and deliver are of paramount importance if differential delivery of programs targeting segments is to be achieved. One way of addressing this implementation barrier is by utilizing technology for a more economical and larger scale distribution.[46] Computer technology is a key ingredient for future alcohol programs to target and consequently better meet the needs and wants of the young technology savvy generation and to allow for most effective data collection and large-scale implementation.[47] Students could first complete a test to identify their segment (or profile). Following segment identification a customized computer-assisted technology platform would deliver tailored alcohol education programs based on the segment identified. Schools may benefit from a computer-assisted program as it is likely to decrease time in classroom, be engaging and student centered.[48] Future research needs to investigate the causal link between program satisfaction and the degree of change to ascertain whether satisfaction with the overall program and/or its components delivers higher levels of change.

A review of the National Centre for Education and Training on Addiction conducted by Roche et al.[8] recommended that alcohol education needs to be innovative, based on theory, interactive, and activity oriented. Schools are pressured to cover a broad range of concerns regarding young peoples' health such as obesity, mental health, violence, road safety, sexual health, body image, and other emerging issues that are relevant to modern society (gambling and cyber-bullying).[49] Alcohol remains a key social issue and is one of the most pressing issues in Australian and other Western societies, but often falls short due to competing curriculum demands. Developed by social marketers
GO:KA aims to support schools in their health and physical activity education programs to teach adolescents about alcohol and provide teachers and schools with an easy accessible program. The aim was to provide teachers with a resource that does not require them to take part in a comprehensive teacher training prior to program delivery. Reducing the workload for teachers is a key element in reducing previous documented fidelity issues that occur in wide-scale program dissemination.[47] Requiring few additional resources costing as little as $0 and as much as AUD $1000 (depending on the number of resources purchased and activities implemented by the school), GO:KA provides a platform for teachers to deliver an easy, fun, and interactive alcohol education program to students.

Whereas segmentation resulted in very distinct groups insofar as attitudes toward alcohol and knowledge are concerned, program(s) to address these differences do not exist at this stage. However, at time of final submission data collection for the formative research phase had been undertaken to inform segmented program development. You can stay informed by visiting and registering on our project homepage (http://gameon.rcs.griffith.edu.au.ezproxy.library.uq.edu.au).
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